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Abstract— Spectral broadening in pulsed-wave Doppler
caused by the transit-time effect deteriorates the frequency
resolution and may cause overestimation of maximum
velocities in high-velocity blood flow regions and for large
beam-to-flow angles. Data-adaptive spectral estimators
have been shown to provide improved frequency resolution,
especially for small ensemble lengths, but offer little or no
improvement when the transit-time effect dominates. In this
work, a method is presented that combines a data-adaptive
spectral estimation method, the power spectral Capon, and
2-D tracking Doppler to enable improved frequency resolu-
tion for both high and low velocities.For each velocity,a time
signal is extracted by tracking scatterers over time and
space to decrease the transit-time effect, and power spec-
tral Capon is used for spectral estimation. The method is
evaluated using simulations, flow phantom recordings, and
recordings from healthy and stenotic carotid arteries. Simu-
lation results showed that the spectral width was decreased
by 60% compared to 2-D tracking Doppler for velocities
around 2.3 m/s using 12 time samples. The reduction was
estimated to be 66% using the flow phantom results for
0.85-m/s mean velocity. A 5-dB SNR gain was observed from
the in vivo results compared with Welch’s method. Com-
puter simulations confirm that in the presence of velocity
gradients or out-of-plane motion, the proposed method can
be used to reduce spectral broadening by requiring shorter
observation windows.

Index Terms— Data adaptive spectral estimators, pulsed-
wave Doppler, spectral broadening.

I. INTRODUCTION

PULSED-WAVE (PW) Doppler is an imaging modality
in which the distribution of velocities inside a sample

volume is estimated and displayed over time, called a spectro-
gram, and is the main approach used for the quantification of
blood velocities. Blood velocities estimated by the delineation
of spectrograms can be used for the assessment of the severity
of stenosis [1] and estimation of Doppler indices such as
pulsatility and resistivity index [2].
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Conventionally, the data used for spectral estimation are
extracted by transmitting successive focused pulses and sam-
pling the backscattered signal from a fixed sample volume.
The sample volume has finite dimensions determined by
acquisition and beamforming parameters. As the transit time
of the scatterers through the sample volume decreases, for
instance, due to high scatterer velocities or out-of-plane
movement, spectral broadening increases. This is referred to
as transit-time broadening [3] and causes overestimation of
maximum velocities if not corrected for [4]. This can result in
increased intraobserver/interobserver variability and can make
diagnosis more challenging [5].

Various methods have been proposed for blood velocity
estimation that extract samples along the ultrasonic beam or
direction of flow as opposed to a fixed location in space.
A method called velocity-matched spectrum was proposed to
alleviate the transit-time effect by tracking the scatterers in
space to increase the observation time [6]. Focused trans-
missions were employed in this method and the scatterers
were tracked along the beam direction. It was shown that the
method could decrease the spectral broadening and suppress
the velocity ambiguity in PW Doppler. However, as the track-
ing direction was along the beam direction, the improvement
was not as substantial for large beam-to-flow angles. Later,
this method was extended for tracking scatterers in 2-D, called
2-D tracking Doppler, by utilizing plane-wave transmissions
and parallel beamforming [7]. It was shown that the method
could reduce the spectral broadening substantially compared
to the Welch [8] estimator, especially for large beam-to-flow
angles and high velocities. Because the sample volume follows
the scatterers over consecutive frames, the observation window
has both spatial and temporal extents. Short windows limit the
velocity resolution of the estimates, whereas long windows can
cause violation of stationarity of flow assumption, especially
when tracking high-velocity scatterers.

Methods that extract time samples along the ultrasonic beam
or the flow direction to estimate the mean blood velocity
also exist. A method called the butterfly search extracts
samples along different delay lines called butterfly lines in
the fast-time and slow-time space. The algorithm searches
for the lowest variance among the samples based on the idea
that the samples will be similar when the delay line matches
the scatterer velocity [9]. Similar to the velocity-matched
spectrum method, this method also extracts samples only in the
radial direction. In the directional beamforming technique, the
2-D blood velocity vector is found by cross-correlating the
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slow time signals along different beamforming directions [10].
Other techniques such as speckle tracking [11] and vector
Doppler [12], [13] are also able to provide angle-independent
velocity estimates. However, methods that rely on mean veloc-
ity estimation are more susceptible to estimation bias than
spectral estimation techniques. Because of this, quantitative
clinical measurements are currently based on the maximum
velocity estimates. Developing more accurate spectral esti-
mation techniques, which are less influenced by spectral- or
transit-time broadening, is therefore of clinical interest.

The Welch estimator is conventionally used for spectral
estimation in PW Doppler. The method is not computation-
ally complex and can be implemented efficiently. However,
it requires relatively long observation windows to achieve
reasonable frequency resolution and sidelobe levels, e.g.,
64–128 time samples in 5–10 ms. It is desired to keep
the window length short in order to increase tempo-
ral resolution and avoid broadening due to nonstationary
flow. Data-adaptive filter bank methods have been proposed
to achieve high-frequency resolution with shorter window
lengths. Examples include power spectral Capon [14], ampli-
tude and phase estimation (APES) method [15], and blood
iterative adaptive approach (BIAA) [16]. These methods gen-
erate a unique data-adaptive filter for the estimation of each
frequency component in the spectrum to minimize the spectral
leakage and achieve high temporal and frequency resolution.
The methods were shown to outperform the Welch estimator
for short window lengths in terms of spectral resolution. How-
ever, this improvement is observed primarily for low blood
velocities [17]. The transit-time effect dominates for high
velocities and large beam-to-flow angles leading to spectral
broadening that is not ameliorated by adaptive estimators.

A method was proposed by the authors previously for
achieving high spectral resolution for high and low velocities
using a limited number of time samples in a proceeding
[18]. The proposed method, referred to as tracking Capon,
is a combination of 2-D tracking Doppler and the power
spectral Capon where time signals are extracted from the
data by tracking scatterers over consecutive frames and
used as input to the Capon estimator to obtain the velocity
spectrum. This work gives an in-depth analysis of the
method in relevant and challenging blood velocity estimation
scenarios. The performance of the method is evaluated for
both out-of-plane movement and gradients in the flow field
using a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) phantom. Flow
phantom recordings were used to assess the method under
controlled conditions, and a relevant vascular in vivo scenario
was investigated, where both a normal and stenotic carotid
artery was imaged. For all cases, the resulting spectra are
compared to 2-D tracking Doppler, power spectral Capon,
and the Welch method in terms of the spectral width of the
estimates, i.e., spectral resolution and SNR.

The article is organized as follows. In Sections II-A
and II-B, the proposed estimator and power spectral den-
sity (PSD) estimators used for comparison are presented.
Data acquisitions and computer simulations that are per-
formed to compare the tracking Capon method and existing
estimators are described in Sections II-C and II-D. Spectral
width comparisons, made using flow phantom, in vivo, and

simulations with out-of-plane movement and complex flow
field are given in Section III. Factors affecting the estima-
tion quality of the tracking Capon method, its advantages
and limitations, and the similarities of the tracking methods
to beamforming algorithms in ultrasound imaging are dis-
cussed in Section IV. Finally, concluding remarks are given
in Section V.

II. METHODS

Spectral Doppler with 2-D tracking requires the acquisition
of a spatial region at the Doppler pulse repetition frequency
(PRF), which can be achieved by sending broader transmit
beams, while utilizing parallel beamforming on receive. In this
work, the data sets were recorded using plane-wave scanning
schemes. The window length in this work is defined as the
number of samples needed for the estimation of one spectrum
excluding temporal averaging.

A. Fixed Location Sampling Estimators

Let u(xk, zl , n) represent a sample at coordinates xk in the
lateral and zl in the axial directions and at time index n
after complex demodulation. An ensemble that has length N ,
i.e., window length, and acquired at this spatial point can
be expressed as u(xk, zl , m) = [u(xk, zl , m), u(xk, zl , m + 1)
· · · u(xk, zl , m + N − 1)]T , where m represents the time index
of the first sample.

1) Welch’s Method: In this method, overlapping segments
of data are used to reduce the variance, and each segment
is multiplied with a window function in order to reduce the
sidelobe levels. The Welch estimate may be expressed as

P̂Welch( f ) =
1

KLM

K∑

k=1

L∑

l=1

M∑

m=1

∣∣∣∣∣

N−1∑

n=0

w(n)u(xk, zl , m + n)e−i2π f n

∣∣∣∣∣

2

(1)

where M is the total number of segments used, w is the
window function, f is the normalized frequency with respect
to PRF, and K and L are the number of spatial averaging
points in lateral and radial directions, respectively.

2) Power Spectral Capon: The power spectral Capon
estimator generates an adaptive filter that minimizes the filter
output power while passing the frequency of interest undis-
torted. The power of the output signal after filtering with filter
h f is [19]

E[hH
f u(xk, zl , m)u(xk, zl , m)Hh f ] = hH

f RCaponh f (2)

where (∗)H denotes the Hermitian transpose and RCapon is the
data covariance matrix, estimated as

R̂Capon = 1

K L M

K∑

k=1

L∑

l=1

M∑

m=1

u(xk, zl , m)u(xk, zl , m)H. (3)

The power of the output signal (2) is minimized with the
constraint hH

f a f = 1, where a f = [1 ei2π f · · · ei2π f (N−1)]T

is the Fourier vector and (∗)ᵀ denotes the transpose. The
resulting filter coefficients can be written as

h f = R̂
−1
Capona f

aH
f R̂

−1
Capona f

. (4)
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Consequently, the filter output power in (2) is found as

P̂Capon( f ) = 1

aH
f R̂

−1
Capona f

. (5)

B. 2-D Tracking Methods

When using 2-D tracking methods, data were extracted
using 2-D spline interpolation along a given line in the image
and according to a given blood velocity. For the defined beam-
to-flow angle θ , an interpolated sample can be written as

uθ (r, n) = u(r sin θ + xk, r cos θ + zl , n) (6)

where r is the distance from the line center [xk, zl ] to the
interpolated point. Interpolation is performed for all velocities
of interest along the total of KL lines. Denoting the direction
of flow toward the probe as positive, a sample interpolated for
velocity v on this line after phase correction can be written as

uθ,v,xk,zl (n) = uθ (nvT, n0 + n)e−iωd n�t (7)

where T is the pulse repetition time, n0 is the center index in
time, ωd is the angular demodulation frequency, and

�t = 2vT cos θ

c
(8)

where c is the speed of sound in blood. Consequently, the data
vector, uθ,v,xk,zl , that consists of samples interpolated along
this line for velocity v can be represented as

uθ,v,xk,zl = [uθ,v,xk,zl (−(N − 1)/2),

. . . , uθ,v,xk ,zl ((N − 1)/2)]T . (9)

1) 2-D Tracking Method: In this method, extracted signals
for each line and velocity are multiplied with a windowing
function w and summed. The estimator can be written as

P̂2DT (v) = 1

K L

K∑

k=1

L∑

l=1

|wᵀuθ,v,xk,zl |2. (10)

Similar to the Welch method, the windowing function is used
for decreasing the sidelobe levels, and a Hamming window is
used in this work. Time averaging can be done by averaging
P̂2DT (v) for different n0.

2) Tracking Capon: In the tracking Capon method,
the extracted ensembles are filtered with an adaptive narrow
band filter to increase the velocity resolution. The covariance
matrix estimated for velocity v using the extracted signals can
be written as

R̂v = 1

K L

K∑

k=1

L∑

l=1

uθ,v,xk,zl u
H
θ,v,xk,zl

. (11)

The time averaging is performed by averaging the covariance
matrix R̂v for different n0. The estimated power is found
by using the power spectral Capon estimator in (5) and the
estimated covariance matrix above.

After the phase correction in (7), the interpolated time
samples should be in phase when the interframe movement
of the sample volume matches the velocity of the scatterers.
Because of this, only the power of the zero frequency ( f = 0)

Fig. 1. Concept of extracting samples for each velocity of interest.
A 2-D averaging region moves in space with a defined angle and velocity
forming parallel lines (K = 3, L = 3, and N = 15). Two of these lines are
shown in the figure.

is estimated for each velocity. Finally, the proposed estimator
can be given as

P̂T C(v) = 1
∑N

i=1
∑N

j=1 Rij
(12)

where Rij represents the element of R̂
−1
v in row i and

column j . Fig. 1 illustrates the sampling scheme for PSD
estimation. The averaging region is a grid of points moving in
space and time with a defined angle. Therefore, the number
of tracking lines is equal to the number of spatial points
used for averaging. The resulting tracking lines have a spatial
extent proportional to the velocity of interest, the length of the
observation window, and the PRF.

Frequency estimates from the Welch and Capon spectral
estimators were converted to velocity estimates using the
Doppler equation

v = f c

2 f0 cos θ
(13)

where f0 is the center frequency of the transmit pulse.

C. Simulation Model and Parameters

A tube that had 7.5-cm length and 8-mm diameter was used
as the model for the simulations. The tube had a 1.5-cm-long
narrowing region in the middle. In this region, the diameter
of the tube was decreased symmetrically from 8 mm down to
4 mm in the middle to simulate a stenotic region as shown
in Fig. 2. The tube was centered along the main axis of the
transducer at a depth of 35 mm and oriented such that the
beam-to-flow angle was 70◦. A stationary velocity field for
the phantom was retrieved using the CFD simulation software
FEniCS [20]. The flow profile within the tube was parabolic
and fully developed at the inlet. The maximum velocity in the
narrowing was 2.3 m/s, resulting in the maximum Reynolds
number 2200. First, point scatterers were randomly placed in
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Fig. 2. Flow profile across the tube obtained with CFD simulation.
The horizontal section is extracted in the middle of the tube and the
cross-sectional velocity profiles are given at five different locations. The
lines are the streamlines that show the paths of the moving scatterers.

TABLE I
ACQUISITION SETUP

a rectangular box surrounding the CFD geometry. A density
of ten scatterers per resolution cell was chosen to achieve
fully developed speckle. Second, the velocity field was linearly
interpolated at the scatterers’ position, and the velocity magni-
tude for each scatterer was estimated. Finally, all of the scat-
terers with a velocity magnitude below 1 mm/s were removed.
A time-dependent velocity field was obtained by multiplying
the stationary velocity field with the positive half-cycle of
1-Hz sinusoidal function. Fig. 2 shows the simulated flow field
across the tube and at five different cross sections when the
velocities are maximum. The Field II [21], [22] simulation
software was used to generate the received ultrasound signals.
The simulation parameters are given in Table I. Two different
sets of data were simulated using the described CFD phantom,
as shown in Fig. 2: one where the imaging plane was aligned
with the direction of the flow, and the second where the
phantom was rotated 15◦ about the z-axis. The simulated data
sets were thus used with the proposed tracking Capon and the
2-D tracking Doppler methods to demonstrate the effects of
velocity gradients in the flow field and out-of-plane movement.
Spectral estimation was performed for 512 velocities equally
spaced between 0 and 4 m/s.

D. Data Acquisition and Processing

Performance of the method was further assessed using a
flow rig [7] and two in vivo recordings. One of the recordings
was from common carotid artery (CCA) of a healthy volun-
teer [7] and the other was from a volunteer with a stenosis in

TABLE II
POSTPROCESSING PARAMETERS

the internal carotid artery (ICA) [23]. Table I summarizes the
acquisition parameters. Plane-wave transmissions were used,
with beam-to-flow angles of 70◦, 68◦, and 62◦ for the healthy
volunteer, volunteer with stenotic artery, and flow phantom,
respectively. Plane waves were transmitted with a 10◦ trans-
mit angle, and the parallel receive beamforming angle was
matched to the transmit angle. The PRFs were chosen to give
high temporal resolution and avoid a large degree of aliasing.

A SonixMDP ultrasound system (Ultrasonix, Richmond,
BC, Canada) with a 5-MHz linear probe was used for
recordings of flow phantom and the CCA of the healthy
volunteer. The flow phantom (Model 524 Peripheral Vascular
Doppler Flow Phantom, ATS Laboratories, Bridgeport, CT,
USA) consisted of a tissue-mimicking material surrounding
a straight tube. The PhysioPulse 100 flow system (Shelley
Medical Image Technologies, London, ON, Canada), pumping
blood-mimicking fluid, was connected to the flow phantom to
form a flow loop. The system was set to give 1-Hz sinusoidal
flow with a positive offset.

The volunteer with stenosis was imaged using a Verasonics
ultrasound system (Verasonics Inc., Redmond, WA, USA) with
an L11-4V linear probe. The sample volume was placed in the
stenotic region in the ICA.

The acquired data were clutter filtered using a 51-order
finite-impulse response (FIR) filter with a normalized cutoff
frequency at 0.1π rad/sample. Beam-to-flow angles for the
2-D tracking Doppler and tracking Capon methods were cho-
sen by using the color flow images as a guide to select a
tentative angle. Later, spectrograms were generated for several
angles around the tentative angle, and the angle with the min-
imum spectral broadening was chosen as the tracking angle.

The tracking methods can suppress the velocity ambiguity,
which makes it possible to distinguish the true velocity trace
from the aliased. The aliased and the true velocity can be
distinguished by their spectral widths and power, i.e., the true
velocity trace has reduced spectral width and higher spectral
power. The Nyquist velocity or ±PRF was not taken into
account for the display of the spectrograms. The velocity
range was chosen to give a good interpretation of the true
and the aliased velocity traces. For the tracking methods,
spectral estimates were done for equally spaced 512 velocities
between ±2 and ±1.15 m/s for CCA and flow phantom results,
respectively. The velocity range was 0–4 m/s for the stenotic
artery and simulation results. The Welch and Capon PSD
estimates were done using 512 frequency points, and spectro-
grams were stacked to obtain the same velocity limits as the
tracking methods for comparison purpose. The postprocessing
parameters used for the generation of the results are given
in Table II. The window length, N, does not include samples
used for temporal averaging.
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Fig. 3. Spectrograms generated using tracking Capon, 2-D tracking
Doppler, Capon, and Welch methods using the flow phantom recording.
The beam-to-flow angle is 62◦. The dynamic range used for display is
40 dB.

III. RESULTS

A. Flow Phantom Results

Fig. 3 shows a comparison among the proposed method, 2-D
tracking Doppler, power spectral Capon, and Welch’s method
using data from the flow phantom recording. Averaging was
done over a 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm spatial region and a 10-ms
temporal window. The observation window length was set
to 16 samples for all methods. This resulted in a maximum
tracking length of 0.43 cm, corresponding to the highest inves-
tigated velocity of 1.15 m/s. As can be observed, the proposed
method yields spectrograms with reduced spectral broadening
for low and high velocities compared to other methods. This
can be observed from the leakage into the stopband of the
clutter filter due to the low sidelobe suppression capabilities
of the Welch and 2-D tracking methods for short window
lengths. The Capon method yielded higher resolution estimates
than the 2-D tracking Doppler and the Welch methods for low
velocities. However, both the Welch and Capon spectra had
similar spectral width for high velocities, while 2-D tracking
Doppler method could decrease the transit-time broadening.

Fig. 4 shows spectra corresponding to the red vertical lines
in the spectrograms in Fig. 3, where the mean velocity is
approximately 0.85 m/s. The spectral width at −3 dB was
found to be approximately 5, 15, 26, and 32 cm/s for this mean
velocity for the proposed method, 2-D tracking, Capon, and
Welch methods, respectively. Fig. 4 also shows that tracking
results in suppression (decreased power) of the aliased part of
the spectrum and increased SNR.

Fig. 4. Doppler power spectra from the flow phantom recording,
corresponding to the time instances marked with red lines in Fig. 3.

B. Simulation Results

Fig. 5 (top) shows the velocity field in the middle of the
CFD phantom when the velocities are highest. The imaging
plane is in the middle of the tube and aligned with the
flow direction. The spectra were generated from two different
regions: prestenosis (denoted as 1) and mid-stenosis (denoted
as 2), which are marked with red squares on the velocity
field. The tracking length for the highest velocity present,
2.3 m/s, was 0.63 cm (white line) for a 12-sample window
and 1.78 cm (black line) for a 32-sample window. The extent
of the averaging region used for estimations was 1.2 mm ×
0.6 mm in lateral and radial directions, respectively. A 10-ms
time window was used for temporal averaging.

Spectrograms in the left column were estimated using the
data from the prestenosis region. As can be seen, the tracking
Capon method with an observation 12-sample window yielded
spectral estimates with reduced broadening compared to the
2-D tracking Doppler for the same window length. Increasing
the window length improved the spectral resolution for the
2-D tracking Doppler for velocities up to 0.6 m/s. For higher
velocities, the spectral width increased due to the higher
velocities present in the flow field toward the stenosis.

The spectrograms estimated using the data from the mid-
stenosis region are shown in the right column of Fig. 5. Higher
velocities are present in this region compared to the prestenosis
region. Similar to the prestenosis region, the proposed method
could decrease spectral broadening further than 2-D tracking
Doppler for a window length of 12 and 32 samples. The
spectral width at −3 dB was 9 and 22.7 cm/s for tracking
Capon and 2-D tracking Doppler, respectively, with a window
length of 12 samples, which corresponds to a 60% reduction.
It can again be seen that increased tracking length resulted in
increased spectral broadening due to the velocity gradients in
the flow field. The velocity gradients also caused a decrease
in the signal power for the proposed method for high velocities
(>2 m/s) due to lost signal coherency.

Fig. 6 shows the effect of out-of-plane movement. The
results are generated using data from the mid-stenosis region
in Fig. 5, where the CFD phantom was rotated by 15◦ as
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Fig. 5. Top: velocity field in the middle of the tube. The red squares
denote the middle of the tracking lines, where data are extracted from
prestenosis region (denoted as 1) and mid-stenosis region (denoted as
2). The lines show the tracking lengths for observation window lengths
12 (white) and 32 (black) samples for velocity 2.3 m/s. The spectrograms
on the left panel show the prestenosis region results for the proposed
method with a 12-sample window and 2-D tracking Doppler with window
lengths 12 and 32 samples, while the right panel spectrograms show
the results for data extracted from mid-stenosis region. The beam-to-
flow angle was 70◦ and the dynamic range used for the display of the
spectrograms was 40 dB.

explained in Section II-C. It is seen that tracking Capon
outperforms 2-D tracking Doppler for window length 12.
Increasing the window length up to 32 increased spectral
broadening for high velocities due to out-of-plane movement.
However, compared to the in-plane-flow case, shown in the
left column of Fig. 5, the spectral broadening is increased for
both methods and window lengths.

C. In Vivo Results

Spectrograms generated using the recording from the CCA
of a healthy volunteer are shown in Fig. 7. The 2-D averaging
region has dimensions of 1.4 mm × 0.6 mm in lateral and
radial directions, respectively. The maximum tracking length
which was required for 2 m/s was 0.75 cm. There is a clear

Fig. 6. Effect of out-of-plane flow movement on the tracking methods.
The data are extracted from the same mid-stenosis region denoted as 2
in Fig. 5. The beam-to-flow angle was 70◦ and the dynamic range used
was 40 dB.

reduction in spectral broadening for the proposed method,
especially for high velocities, e.g., peak systolic velocity.

The upper panel in Fig. 8 shows spectra corresponding to the
red vertical lines in Fig. 7, while the lower panel corresponds
to the green lines. The mean velocities for the time instants
are approximately 0.2 and 1 m/s for the red and green lines,
respectively. The proposed method provides the best spectral
resolution for both low and high velocities. The aliased part
of the tracking Capon and 2-D tracking spectra has lower
power compared to other methods, and the proposed method
could decrease the sidelobe levels even further than the 2-D
tracking Doppler method in this case. A 5-dB SNR gain can
be observed for the tracking methods compared to the Welch
and Capon methods.

Fig. 9 shows the spectrograms from the stenotic ICA. The
data are extracted from the region of highest in-plane velocity.
As can be seen, the tracking Capon decreases the spectral
broadening compared to the Welch and Capon methods with
the window length of 12 and 2-D tracking Doppler with the
window lengths of 12 and 32. The power of the aliased part
was significantly lower for the proposed method. The clutter
filtering effect, seen as dark bands around twice the Nyquist
velocity in the Welch and Capon methods, is not observed in
the tracking methods.
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Fig. 7. Spectrograms that are generated with tracking Capon, 2-D tracking Doppler, Capon, and Welch’s methods using in vivo recording. The
beam-to-flow angle is 70◦. The dynamic range used for display is 40 dB.

Fig. 8. Top and bottom: velocity spectra corresponding to the time
instances marked in Fig. 7 with red and green lines, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION

A data-adaptive spectral estimator has been proposed to
decrease spectral broadening even when utilizing a limited
number of temporal samples. The estimator is a combination

of the power spectral Capon and 2-D tracking Doppler:
time samples are extracted as in the tracking Doppler cor-
responding to each velocity component, while the spectral
power estimation is done with the Capon estimator. The in
vivo and flow phantom results showed that for a limited
number of time samples, the proposed data-adaptive method
could reduce spectral broadening further than what can be
achieved with the 2-D tracking Doppler. The simulation results
confirmed that broadening in the tracking Doppler spectra
due to spatial velocity gradients can be reduced when the
length of the observation window is decreased. The addition
of the Capon estimator can then be used to regain the spectral
resolution.

The use of data-adaptive spectral estimators can by itself
decrease spectral broadening with short window lengths
(e.g., ∼16) for low velocities as shown for the Capon estimator
in Figs. 3 and 8 (top). However, for high velocities, increased
spectral broadening is inevitable when the spectral broadening
due to transit-time effect dominates as shown in Fig. 4. The
transit-time effect is alleviated by increasing the observation
time of the scatterers in the tracking methods. Another advan-
tage of increased observation time is the improved SNR. When
the scatterer velocity matches the tracking velocity, extracted
samples match in phase and amplitude resulting in increased
signal power (Figs. 4 and 8). However, factors that reduce
the signal coherency (e.g., velocity gradients and turbulent
flow) can potentially decrease the signal power and increase
the spectral broadening and variance of the estimates.

Both tracking Capon and 2-D tracking Doppler methods are
based on tracking the spatial movement of scatterers in order to
increase the observation time. However, in the tracking Capon
technique, a data-dependent filter with zero-center frequency is
also generated, which results in the suppression of interfering
velocity components and decreases spectral broadening. More
insights into how methods work can be gained by looking at
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Fig. 9. Spectrograms generated using in vivo recording from ICA. The
Nyquist velocity is 1.3 m/s. The data were extracted from the mid-stenotic
region in the artery. The beam-to-flow angle was 68◦ and the dynamic
range used for the display of the spectrograms was 30 dB.

beamforming algorithms, as the problem formulation and the
solution of tracking methods share similarities with beamform-
ing in ultrasound imaging. In delay-and-sum beamforming
[24], signals received by the transducer elements are sampled
at a time instant defined by the delay times generated for
a specific point in space. After delaying the signals and
sampling, all samples are assumed to be coherent and summed
after multiplying with a defined apodization window function.
This is similar to 2-D tracking Doppler where samples are
summed coherently after multiplying with a window function.
However, the delay lines are, here, determined by the velocity

of interest, flow direction, and the PRF. The Capon beam-
former [25] further estimates a windowing function depending
on the received data to suppress the echoes coming from the
directions other than the direction of interest. In the case of
velocity estimation, the samples are multiplied with a window
that suppresses velocities other than the velocity of interest,
which is the zero velocity after spatiotemporal alignment.
However, in the beamforming problem, the amplitude is of
interest, whereas in the spectral estimation, power is sought
and therefore spectral power Capon is employed.

The advantage of achieving improved frequency resolu-
tion with reduced observation window size is demonstrated
in Fig. 5 (left), where the required tracking length for 2-D
tracking Doppler results in spectral broadening and increased
maximum velocities due to the inclusion of high velocities
from the stenotic region. Similarly, in the mid-stenosis region
[Fig. 5 (right)], the required tracking length yields spectral
broadening toward lower velocities.

There are several factors that can decrease the frequency
resolution improvement achieved by the proposed method.
Figs. 5 and 6 show that out-of-plane movement results in
spectral broadening both for the 2-D tracking Doppler and the
proposed tracking Capon technique. The broadening is most
apparent for high velocities using the 2-D tracking method
with N = 32 due to increased tracking length.

Another possible source of error for tracking methods
is incorrect beam-to-flow angle estimation, which results in
broadening of the main lobe and decreased signal power [26].
Moreover, the flow angle may change due to complex flow
fields. The flow angle is more likely to change within the
observation window when tracking high-velocity scatterers
and/or when the number of samples used for velocity esti-
mation is high as both situations result in increased tracking
length in space.

All methods were evaluated with data recorded from a
stenotic ICA to investigate the performance of the methods
in a clinically relevant, high-velocity condition. It was seen
that the spectral broadening could be decreased using the
proposed method and 2-D tracking method with an observation
window length of 32. The proposed method could improve the
spectral resolution further in low-velocity regions. In addition,
the dropout in the fixed location sampling methods around
twice the Nyquist velocity is not observed when using the
tracking methods. The improvement in spectral broadening
was limited for high velocities in the stenotic artery case,
compared to the healthy CCA (Fig. 7). This might be due
to changing flow direction throughout the cardiac cycle,
the inherent complexity of the flow field itself, out-of-plane
motion, or a combination of these factors.

A disadvantage of tracking Capon compared to the 2-D
tracking Doppler is that it requires a larger spatial averag-
ing region to generate robust estimates due to the need of
avoiding ill-conditioned covariance matrix when inversion is
applied. This may increase spectral broadening due to velocity
gradients in the averaging region. Employing both temporal
and spatial averaging decreases the dependence on spatial
averaging. However, temporal and spatial averaging need to
be designed carefully in order to adhere to the stationarity
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assumption. In addition, the matrix inversion increases the
number of operations needed for tracking Capon estimates, and
the estimator is computationally more expensive than the 2-D
tracking Doppler. However, reduced tracking length alleviates
this problem as less samples are needed to estimate the spectral
power.

The tracking angles were chosen manually by visual
inspection of the color flow images as well as generating
spectrograms with different beam-to-flow angles and choosing
the ones with the minimum spectral broadening. However,
the method can be improved by employing an automatic angle
estimator that estimates the beam-to-flow angle either once
for all spectral estimations or by updating the angle for each
time sample extraction to follow scatterers in curved paths as
proposed in [23] for the 2-D tracking Doppler method.

Quantitative Doppler analysis with mean velocity estimators
is challenging due to several reasons. Mean velocity estimators
such as the autocorrelation method [27] used in color flow
imaging are angle-dependent and sensitive to leakage from
the clutter filters and clutter filter settings, which can lead to
underestimation or overestimation of maximum velocities and
high variance in the estimates [28]. However, they can be used
for the detection of regions with blood flow, turbulence, and
backward flow, or for assisting sample volume placement in
PW Doppler [29]. Angle-independent estimators such as the
vector Doppler have been proposed to be used for quantitative
Doppler analysis [13]. However, similar to the autocorrelation
method, clutter and clutter filters can cause a bias when
determining peak velocities. Another method called Doppler
frequency spatial analysis method [30], which can be seen
as a combination of PW Doppler and color flow imaging
proposed to cancel intrinsic broadening in spectral Doppler,
provides a histogram of mean velocities in a defined region
of interest. The performance of this method is also dependent
on the quality of mean velocity estimates, and the method
may underestimate maximum velocities when the velocity
gradients are large compared to the resolution in the image
which may be the case in complex flow fields. The improved
resolution achieved by the proposed tracking Capon estimator
can make delineation of the true maximum velocities easier
which is crucial for applications such as diagnosis of stenosis
in arteries or Doppler index calculation in obstetrics. However,
as demonstrated previously, the user has to ensure the correct
beam-to-flow angle and avoid out-of-plane movement in order
to achieve decreased spectral broadening.

V. CONCLUSION

A method for improving the Doppler spectral resolution
while reducing spectral broadening for short observation win-
dows was presented. The tracking Capon method combines
2-D tracking to increase the scatterer observation time and
the power spectral Capon estimator to improve the spec-
tral resolution. The proposed method could yield spectra
with considerably higher frequency resolution, especially for
high velocities. A 60% reduction in spectral broadening was
achieved compared to 2-D tracking Doppler for 2.3-m/s mean
velocity and with 70◦ beam-to-flow angle. Although the

method requires straight-line flow and signal decorrelation can
affect the performance of the method, being able to produce
high-resolution PSDs with short observation window lengths
can potentially extend the use of 2-D tracking concept to
complex flow fields with rapid accelerations.
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